California Law Enforcement Sponsors Kyle Weatherman’s #91 Camaro in the NASCAR Xfinity Series Race at Las Vegas Motor Speedway

Sacramento, CA — This Saturday, October 14, Kyle Weatherman for DGM Racing will debut tribute schemes in his #91 Chevrolet Camaro in the NASCAR Xfinity Series Race at Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Sponsored primarily by the Peace Officers Research Association of California (PORAC), the schemes will display the renowned pink ribbon in support of Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

“PORAC is proud to once again serve as the primary sponsor for Kyle Weatherman and his team, especially as he supports such an important cause,” said Brian Marvel, President of PORAC. “As PORAC continues to advocate for increased resources for law enforcement to combat the recent rise in crime, we are grateful to partner with Kyle and his team to raise awareness for the importance of supporting the brave men and women who don the badge and to draw attention to the top-notch benefits PORAC is proud to offer through our trusts. We wish Kyle the best of luck and hope to see him in the winner’s circle this season!”

PORAC returns to DGM Racing as one of Weatherman’s long-term partners. In 2022, PORAC served as Weatherman’s primary sponsor in DGM Racing’s No. 92 Chevrolet at Auto Club Speedway, Las Vegas Motor Speedway, and Phoenix Raceway. PORAC also sponsored Weatherman and Mike Harmon Racing at Indianapolis Motor Speedway in 2021.

In addition to PORAC, Weatherman is teaming up with the American Cancer Society Making Strides Against Breast Cancer (MSABC) of Las Vegas to raise awareness about the importance of early detection and prevention on and off the track. The MSABC logo will ride along the lower quarters of Weatherman’s Chevrolet Camaro. And in honor of Weatherman’s future mother-in-law battling breast cancer, Barbara Brooks, her name will be displayed in place of his on the roof of his PORAC No.91 as she continues her battle to become one of the more than 4 million breast cancer survivors in the United States. Together, Weatherman and MSABC of Las Vegas will host a social media giveaway to encourage donations.
“Spreading awareness for breast cancer is something very important to me and my family,” said Weatherman. “As my soon-to-be mother-in-law tackles her own fight with breast cancer, it is an honor to join forces with an organization that empowers breast cancer survivors, thrivers, and caregivers through their journeys. There is something really powerful about seeing these tribute paint schemes throughout the NASCAR garage during the month of October. I want to extend a huge thank you to my long-standing partner, PORAC, for allowing our team to revamp this paint scheme and support those who have been affected by this scary illness.”

PORAC has a 70-year history of advocating at the state and national level for policies and laws that improve public safety and help peace officers carry out their duties safely and effectively. PORAC is committed to advancing the profession of law enforcement and protecting the rights and benefits of its members through its trusts – Legal Defense Fund, Insurance and Benefits Trust and Retiree Medical Trust.

###

**About the Peace Officers Research Association of California:**
The Peace Officers Research Association of California (PORAC) was incorporated in 1953 as a professional federation of local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. PORAC represents over 78,000 public safety members and over 955 associations, making it the largest law enforcement organization in California and the largest statewide association in the nation.

**About DGM Racing:**
Driven by pure passion and love for everything racing, DGM Racing is a family-owned and operated business headquartered in Lake Wales, FL. Since 1990, Mario Gosselin and his wife, Michelle, have worked tirelessly to elevate DGM Racing and grow the organization each year. What started as a local hobby on the weekends in Hialeah, Florida, has grown into a powerhouse organization fielding four NASCAR Xfinity Series cars. Going into the 2023 season, the team has more than 179 Top-20 race finishes and five Top-20 finishes in driver standings between 2020-2022.